The names of the participants are not the real names

It can be expected that more of probably the participants will want to use the Johnson and Johnson brands will use the baby care products when they need them, recalling the reading of the text.

Therefore it can be said that the text succeeds to persuade the participants in particular to negotiate the corporation intended meanings to share with others, to buy and to use the products.

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

The present chapter contains the conclusions of the research finding and the suggestion for future researches.

5.1 Conclusions

5.1.1 The Composition of the Aristotle’s Rhetorical Appeals of The 2013 Johnson and Johnson Baby Care Products Official Website Text

The research finds that the Aristotle’s Rhetorical Appeals captured by the twenty-four valid participants is Ethos 168, Logos 217 and Pathos 149.
5.1.2 The Participants’ Meaning Making of the Text

The 2013 Johnson and Johnson Baby Care Products Official Website Text is constructed following Aristotle’s suggestion. The result shows that the dominant numbers of Ethos (two digits) found in the first few paragraphs (paragraph one, paragraph two and paragraph six). The wide range of products, the world-wide marketing network, the corporation’s vision (paragraph one), the Johnson and Johnson guaranteed products, the act of the Johnson and Johnson corporation’s willingness to listen to the customers (paragraph two) and the act of the Johnson and Johnson Corporation’s caring for the babies and the Johnson and Johnson high qualified products (paragraph six) create Ethos.

The Johnson and Johnson understanding about baby’s skin conditions (paragraph fourteen) and the research on baby’s skin done by the Johnson and Johnson (paragraph fifteen) create Ethos.

The Johnson and Johnson guaranteed Baby Care Products (paragraph twenty-seven) and the Johnson and Johnson regular products assessment (paragraph twenty-eight) create ethos.

In conclusion, the wide range of products, the world-wide marketing network, the corporation’s vision, the Johnson and Johnson guaranteed products, the act of the Johnson and Johnson corporation’s willingness to listen to the customers, the act of the Johnson and Johnson Corporation’s caring for the babies, the Johnson and Johnson high qualified products, the Johnson and Johnson understanding about baby’s skin conditions, the research on baby’s skin done by the Johnson and Johnson, the Johnson and Johnson guaranteed Baby Care Products and the Johnson and Johnson regular products assessment create ethos meaning create the Johnson and Johnson Corporation’s credibility.

The facts concerning the baby’s skin condition supported by numerical data (paragraph sixteen), the availability of the Johnson and Johnson scientific formula products (paragraph thirty-two), the fundamental researches concerning baby’s eyes, skin, and hair and the availability of the Johnson and Johnson pure, gentle and mild products (paragraph nine), the Johnson and Johnson understanding concerning the development of the baby’s eyes condition supported by numerical data (paragraph twelve), the Johnson and Johnson pioneering research on baby’s eyes supported by numerical data and the availability of the Johnson and Johnson treatment products (paragraph thirteen), the Johnson and Johnson understanding baby’s skin as compare to adult’s skin (paragraph fifteen), the invention of the comforting formula (paragraph twenty-three), the baby’s skins problems, the invented product to overcome the problems, the availability of the invented products and the citing of the experts’ opinion and sources (paragraph thirty-one), the wide range of
products, the world-wide product marketing network and the vision of the corporation (paragraph one) construct the logical arguments of the text.

In conclusion, the logical arguments of the text are constructed by stating the facts about the Johnson and Johnson corporation, the baby’s condition done through research supported by numerical data, the availability of the Johnson and Johnson scientific products and the citing experts’ opinion and sources.

The love-bonding relationship between mothers and their babies (paragraph eleven), the enhancement of the mothers’ feeling toward their babies (paragraph five), the Johnson and Johnson acts to help mothers by providing Baby Care Products (paragraph three) and the Johnson and Johnson guaranteed products (paragraph two) stir up the participants’ feelings.

In conclusion the Johnson and Johnson Corporation does not sell the Baby Care Products perse but sells the nuance of nurturing and motherhood in particular the loving-bond between mother and her child.

The paragraph contains dominant number of Ethos and Logos (paragraph one) tells about the information concerning the wide range of products, the world-wide product marketing network and the vision of the corporation (logos) builds up the Johnson and Johnson Corporation’s credibility (ethos).

The paragraph contains dominant number of Logos and Ethos (paragraph fifteen) tells about the fact about baby’s vulnerable skin condition (Logos) and the availability of the Baby Care Products that make mothers feel safe and comfortable rise up credibility (Ethos).

The paragraph contains Ethos and Pathos (paragraph two) tells about The Johnson and Johnson corporation guarantees the product safety and care commitment (ethos). The paragraph arouses the smell of credibility and evokes the feeling of trust (Pathos).

5.1.3 The Persuasiveness of the Text toward the Participants

The 2013 Johnson and Johnson Baby Care Products official website text succeeds to give information, to educate and to negotiate the corporation intended meanings towards the participants.

Fifteen out of twenty four recognize the Johnson and Johnson Brand. Those persons acknowledge that the text gives them information. The same persons admit the text educates them. Nine out of fifteen acknowledge that they know The Johnson and Johnson Baby Care Product. Eight
out of fifteen participants confess that they have used the Johnson and Johnson Baby Care Products in their childhood and use the products at present. Three out of eight participants commit that they will use the Johnson and Johnson Baby Care Products for their children.

5.2 Suggestion for Future Research

Working on the research, I have not contacted people in The Johnson And Johnson Corporate Communication Department. I suggest that the future research may include the people in The Johnson And Johnson Corporate Communication Department to get insights concerning the making and the construction of the message.

I have not discussed a lot concerning the diction and the language styles to analyze the text. I suggest that the future researches may concern with the diction and the language style of the text to analyze the text.
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